Public Advisory

It has come to the notice of National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE) that some fraudulent calls/messages are being made/circulated calling for nominations from the public for getting empanelled as members of Visiting Teams of NCTE. This is creating confusion amongst the public.

It is advised to visit NCTE official website https://www.ncte.gov.in/Website/Index.aspx for authentic and official information. Any information available or displayed other than NCTE website must be verified from the official website of NCTE. All official communications, on behalf of NCTE, are done through the official website of NCTE only.

In the instant case it is reiterated that NCTE is not inviting any applications/resume for empanelment as members of Visiting Teams. Strict action will be taken against any person who is found to be misleading the public in this regard. Any person who receives such a call/message is strongly urged to file an FIR in the local police station and inform the details of the same to NCTE.
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